In this paper, we propose a privacy model that offers trajectory privacy to the requesters of Location-Based Services (LBSs), by utilizing an underlying network of user movement. The privacy model has been implemented as a framework that (i) reconstructs the user movement from a series of independent location updates, (ii) identifies routes where user privacy is at risk, and (iii) anonymizes online user requests for LBSs to protect the requester for as long as the service withstands completion. In order to achieve (iii), we propose two anonymization techniques, the K-present (weak) and the K-frequent (strong) trajectory anonymity, and a second chance approach that takes over when anonymization fails to ensure that the privacy of the user is preserved. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work to propose a trajectory privacy model that utilizes an underlying network of user movement to offer in an interactive way personalized privacy to online user requests on trajectory data.
Introduction
The technological advances in sensors and wireless communications, along with the advances in the telecommunication industry have made possible the offering of high accuracy in location tracking at an affordable cost. The increased location accuracy gave rise to a series of location-based applications, the so-called Location-Based Services (LBSs), that exploit positional data to offer high-end services to their subscribers. The new computing paradigm is changing the way people live and work but also poses a series of challenges as it touches upon delicate privacy issues. Without strict safeguards, the deployment of LBSs and the sharing of location information may easily lead the way to an abuse scenario. As an effect, sophisticated algorithms that offer privacy to the users of LBSs have to be devised.
A wide variety of algorithms has been recently proposed for the offering of privacy in LBSs (e.g., [3, 6, 10, 11, 12, 16] ). Although some of the proposed approaches assume a decentralized scenario where the mobile devices of the users cooperate to offer privacy to the requester (e.g., [7, 8] ), the majority of existing work is based on the centralized scenario of a trusted server. This scenario has certain benefits and is also employed in the current work. It can be described as follows : We consider a population of mobile users who are supported by some telecommunication infrastructure, owned by a telecom operator. Every user owns a mobile device that periodically transmits a location update to some traffic monitoring system residing in a trusted server of the telecom operator. A set of LBSs are available to the subscribed users through service providers that collaborate with the telecom operator. We assume that these service providers are not trusted; if a user submits a request for an LBS directly to the service provider then her identity can be revealed and her privacy can be compromised. Motivated by this fact, the centralized scenario requires that every user request for an LBS has to be submitted to a trusted server of the telecom operator. The role of the trusted server is to filter the incoming user requests and to produce anonymous equivalents that can be safely forwarded to the (unsafe) service providers in order to be serviced. To produce the anonymous equivalent to an original user request, the trusted server has to incorporate algorithms that (i) remove any obvious identifiers that are part of the user request (e.g., user ID, name, etc) and (ii) effectively transform the exact location of request into a spatiotemporal area that includes a sufficient number of other users in the system to prevent the attacker from locating the requester.
The transformation of the exact user location (x, y) at the time of request t to a spatiotemporal area (A(x, y), [t 1 , t 2 ]) is achieved through the use of (spatial) Kanonymity. The K-anonymity principle for relational data [17, 18] requires that each record in a given dataset is indistinguishable from at least K − 1 other records with respect to a certain set of identifying variables, known as the quasiidentifier. In the context of LBSs, the K-anonymity principle requires that the spatiotemporal area that is produced by the trusted server from the exact location of the user request is such that the identity of the requester cannot be disclosed with a probability that is larger than 1/K, among K − 1 other users. Existing work on privacy in LBSs fails to address one or more real-world challenges as (i) it does not consider that users typically move in a network-confined environment (e.g., a road network), which allows for certain decisions to be made with respect to the offering of privacy, (ii) all user requests are anonymized in the same manner no matter what the location of the user is at the time of request, as well as her future locations until the provision of the service, and (iii) it does not build on existing DBMSs that have numerous advantages over ad-hoc/"from scratch" implementations: data independence and efficient access; reduced time for maintenance; querying support for a vast amount of data; data integrity and security; uniform data administration; concurrent access, recovery from crashes, and fault tolerance.
In this paper we improve current state-of-the-art algorithms for the offering of privacy in LBSs by providing a solution that addresses all the above mentioned challenges. Specifically, to address the first challenge, we make use of the network modeling capabilities offered by modern DBMSs, which allow us to capture user movement within an underlying network. To address the second challenge, we utilize the history of location updates for every user in the system (as collected by the trusted server) to build representative patterns of user movement. We argue that a traffic pattern can be used to breach user privacy when it reaches an outside party, even if it lacks of any user identification data. To motivate this argument, think of a scenario where a user goes by certain city areas when she commutes to work in more or less the same times in weekdays. This frequent behavior of the user can lead to a possible identification simply by matching either the origin of her trip to some public domain geocoded information for the house, or the destination to the location of the business facility that this user works. Furthermore, a possible matching of a series of location updates with a frequently traveled route of a user may also easily lead to her identification. To adequately protect the privacy of the user, we utilize the identified traffic patterns to deliver to the user the most appropriate between two types of trajectory K-anonymity. Finally, to address the third challenge, we implement our proposed solution on top of Oracle, while we discuss its possible implementation on top of other modern DBMSs.
In our privacy model we assume an attacker who has knowledge of the following: (i) the frequent movement behavior of all the users in the system, computed by the trusted server as part of its functionality, (ii) the location updates of the users, (iii) the anonymized versions of all the requests transmitted by the trusted server to the service providers, and (iv) the algorithms used by the trusted server to support user privacy. The proposed privacy model is implemented as a framework that comprises of four phases. In the first phase, the trusted server uses the collected location updates, along with the underlying network of user movement, to reconstruct the (recent) history of movement for each user in the system. In the second phase, the reconstructed user movement is used to identify the frequent movement behavior of each user. Frequent movement behavior is captured as either safe or unsafe with respect to user privacy, based on whether it is also ordinary or atypical for a significantly large number of nearby users. In the third phase, we provide the user with trajectory K-anonymity for handling online user requests on trajectory data. K-anonymity is essential to protect the privacy of the users, starting from the point of request for a service and continuing for as long as the requested service withstands completion. As part of our framework, we deliver two types of trajectory K-anonymity. K-present (weak) trajectory anonymity identifies K-1 subjects that are close to the requester at the time of request and thus could have issued the request (from the viewpoint of the service provider). On the other hand, K-frequent (strong) trajectory anonymity collects the subjects that are near the requester at the time of request and for whom the current route of the requester is also frequent. As shown in Fig. 1 , the choice of the anonymity strategy depends on the location of the requester at the time of request and her subsequent locations until the completion of the service provision. In the offering of trajectory K-anonymity, our model takes special care to protect the requester from sequential tracking. In sequential tracking, the attacker examines the anonymity regions, produced for the protection of the user as part of an on-going service, to locate subjects that participate in only some of these regions. Since the requester has to be part of all the anonymity regions computed for her protection, through the process of elimination, the confidence of the attacker regarding the identity of the requester can substantially increase. The final phase of the proposed framework deals with the event of failure in the provision of trajectory K-anonymity. In this case, the trusted server postpones the servicing of the user request for a small period of time. After that, if the anonymization process fails again, the requester is protected by blocking the servicing of the request.
The proposed privacy framework relies on a user privacy profile that stores the necessary information related to the privacy requirements of the user. This includes (i) the preferred value of K (in K-anonymity) for each requested LBS, (ii) (a pointer to) the frequent routes of the user, and (iii) the minimum spatial area A min , around the requester, where the participants of the anonymity set should be searched for so that the user is adequately covered up. This threshold defines the minimum extend of the spatial area that must replace the real location of the user, in the anonymized request. Apart from A min the system has knowledge of the coarsest spatial resolution A max required for the provision of each LBS. This is a system-defined parameter that provides the maximum area of the anonymity set (with respect to the requested service) in order to ensure that the service can be delivered.
The contributions of this work are as follows:
• We propose a privacy model that utilizes an underlying network that confines user movement to deliver, in an interactive way, different levels of user privacy to online user requests in trajectory data.
• By using the movement history of the users in the system, we automatically extract patterns depicting the frequent movement behavior of each user. By contrasting these patterns with those of the rest of the population in the system, we classify each of them as either safe or unsafe with respect to the privacy of the user.
• We propose a privacy model that utilizes the unsafe patterns of the requester to deliver the most appropriate between two alternatives for trajectory K-anonymity, while protecting the user from sequential tracking.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related work, while Section 3 introduces the necessary terminology. In Section 4, we present the algorithms that support the proposed privacy methodology. Section 5 presents a set of issues that pertain to the implementation of the system framework. Section 6 contains the experimental evaluation and Section 7 concludes this work.
Related work
Several approaches have been recently proposed for the sanitization of trajectory data [1, 2, 13, 19] . All these approaches aim at constructing a privacy-aware version of some collected trajectory data, to allow for data publication. On the other hand, our model offers privacy in online requests for trajectory data. For this reason, our methodology lies closer to algorithms offering location privacy in LBSs than to offline approaches for trajectory privacy. Thus, in what follows, we review state-of-the-art work in the area of location privacy in LBSs, contrasting it to our methodology.
Gruteser and Grunwald [10] anonymize location data through the use of a spatial and a temporal cloaking strategy. For the spatial cloaking, the total area covered by the anonymizer is recursively subdivided into equi-size quadrants, until the quadrant where the user is located contains at least K-1 other subjects. The temporal cloaking incurs after the spatial cloaking and delays the servicing of the request until the anonymity requirements are met.
Bettini, et al. [3] keep track of the personal history of location updates of each user of LBSs, along with a sequence of spatiotemporal patterns that act as a pseudo-identifier for this particular user. Each pattern involves an area and a time span, while the sequence of the patterns is accompanied by a recurrence formula defining the minimum number of observations that led to its characterization as hazardous for the privacy of the user. Although this work sets a new perspective in the provision of privacy to location data, it lacks the reporting of any results.
Mokbel, et al. [16] present a privacy-aware query processing system that offers location K-anonymity. A partitioning approach similar to [10] is applied, with the entire area of the anonymizer being divided in a grid fashion and organized in a pyramid structure. Then, a bottom-up anonymization algorithm iterates over the different layers of the pyramid to identify the aggregate cells that capture the requester along with her neighbors and satisfy both Kanonymity and the minimum covered area.
Gruteser and Liu [11] attack the anonymity problem in the context of disclosure-control by proposing a user-driven partitioning of the area covered by the LBSs into safe and sensitive regions. Whenever the user is located within one of her sensitive regions, the system defers from providing location updates to the service providers. Furthermore, the proposed anonymity strategy ensures that no location updates are released that would give away which, of at least K sensitive areas, the user visited.
Kalnis, et al. [12] present the nearest neighbor cloaking algorithm that generates anonymity sets where the requester is expected to be located far from the center of the anonymity region. To achieve that, it determines the K-1 nearest neighbors of the requester and then randomly selects one of them to formulate a new region that contains its K-1 nearest neighbors. The region of anonymity is then computed as the MBR of the second region, expanded if necessary to include the requester.
An approach for the mining of frequent trajectory patterns (T -patterns) was recently proposed by Giannotti, et al. [9] . The trajectories are modeled as temporally annotated sequences capturing a set of elements (the places of interest) along with typical transition times to move from one element to another. An example of a T -pattern is Home Our paper follows the widely adopted paradigm of an intermediate trusted server (e.g., [10, 16] ) that handles all the sensitive location data, leaving the service providers to deal only with anonymous data. Instead of delaying the servicing of the requests ( [10] ), our proposed methodology relies on the recent history of user location updates to identify subjects that were near the requester within a reasonable amount of time and who could have initiated the request. Following [3] , our model keeps track of the movement history of each user in the system. However, we capture the routes that were traveled by the users, instead of storing the sequence of received location updates. Our approach partitions the history of location updates into a set of safe and unsafe routes per user, but unlike [11] these regions have also a temporal dimension and correspond to actually traveled routes. This is also the difference of our work to [9] since our model captures the particular route that the user has followed between any two consecutive "places of interest", discriminating among alternative routes to move from one location to another. As in [12] our proposed anonymization approach takes care in positioning the requester far from the center of the computed anonymity region, ensuring that he or she cannot be identified with a probability that is higher than 1/K. However, unlike [12] , it achieves that without paying the extra cost of searching for more neighbors than the minimum required. Finally, this is the first work to propose a methodology for the provision of personalized trajectory Kanonymity in a network-confined environment and to offer a network aware solution for the automatic extraction of the safe and the unsafe routes of the users. To our knowledge, this is also the first work to build a privacy framework for LBSs on top of a modern spatial DBMS.
Terminology
Let o denote a moving object. A location update is a tuple (o, x, y, t) stating that user o was located at (x, y) at time t ( Fig.  2(a) ). The trusted server collects for each subscribed user, his or her sequence of location updates and uses this information to reconstruct the user history of movement. However, this information cannot be directly used to draw any significant conclusions regarding the movement habits of the user. For this reason, the movement history of each user needs to be decomposed into smaller blocks, the trajectories. The decomposition of the movement history into trajectories is necessitated by the need to identify frequent movement patterns of users, having the most interesting granularity for the application at hand. A trajectory of a moving object o is a part of the movement history of this object that consists of a sequence of consecutive location updates, beginning at some instance (x start , y start , t start ) and terminating at another instance (x end , y end , t end ) (Fig. 2(c) ). The decomposition of the movement history to a set of trajectories, takes place by identifying stops that denote the immobility of the object for a sufficiently large period of time, indicated by the system parameter t stop (e.g., half hour). Having identified such stops, the reconstructed history of user movement (captured as a compound 3D polyline that approximates real user movement) that is bounded by two consecutive stops, corresponds to a trajectory. The time period of a stop is properly adjusted to avoid accounting for delays that are too short (i.e., the stop of a car in a road intersection or in the traffic lights) and may cause unwanted segmentation. The decomposition of the user history of movement into trajectories is application-specific, meaning that different applications may require a different value of t stop to handle different types of moving objects (e.g., pedestrians, cars) and generate meaningful trajectories. Finally, a trajectory consists of segments, where a segment is the reconstructed history of user movement that connects two consecutive location updates and defines the itinerary that the user followed ( Fig. 2(b) ). Any part of a trajectory, independently of its start point and end point, is called a route ( Fig. 2(d) ).
The trajectories allow us to expose some interesting knowledge for the user by tracking regularities in her movement. In the proposed privacy model, a trajectory is said to be valid when all its segments define actual itineraries in the underlying network (i.e., are consistent to the network) and has a concrete start and end point. To protect the privacy of the user when submitting requests for LBSs, the system has to identify routes of the user that are frequent. These are called frequent routes and are defined as follows:
. (Frequent route) A route of a moving object o is defined as frequent if it appears among the trajectories of o a number of times that is larger than a minimum (system-defined) frequency threshold freq.
The number of times that the route appears in the trajectories of o is called the frequency of the route. Furthermore, any route that is not frequent is called infrequent. Directly related to the notion of a frequent route are the definitions of a safe and an unsafe route.
DEFINITION 3.2. (Safe route) A route of a moving object o is considered as safe if it is frequent for o and also frequent for at least K-1 other moving objects in the system.
Similarly, a route of a moving object o is considered as unsafe if it is frequent for o and also frequent for at most K-2 other moving objects in the system. A request of a moving object o for an LBS, is defined as follows: Depending on the user location and time when requesting an LBS and the consecutive locations and times when she submits location updates until the service is provided, the proposed approach delivers two types of trajectory Kanonymity 1 . In what follows, we define the notion of an anonymity set, as well as the two types of offered Kanonymity. 
Network aware privacy model
This section introduces the network aware privacy model for the offering of trajectory K-anonymity. Our model consists of four phases. Phase I reconstructs the history of user movement and decomposes it into trajectories. Phase II detects the frequent routes for each user and separates them into either safe or unsafe with respect to his or her privacy requirements. Phase III is responsible for the provision of trajectory K-anonymity. Finally, Phase IV offers a service delaying or denying mechanism that is employed to safeguard the privacy of the users when K-anonymity fails. In what follows, we consider a spatial network (graph) N (V , E) that models the real network topology of user movement through a set of nodes V and edges E. A node n ∈ V represents a road intersection and an edge (n, n ) ∈ E represents the existence of a road part that connects nodes n and n .
Phase I: Reconstruction of user movement
Under the network aware model, movement is restricted to a series of routes that are consistent to the underlying network. The existence of inaccuracies in the location updates that are collected by the trusted server, as well as the existence of irregularities in the movement behavior of the users, make the process of movement history reconstruction complicated. Specifically, given any type of physical network (such as a road network), an object is rather rare to transmit the exact same sequence of location updates when following the same route at two different occasions (e.g., at two distinct days of the month). An example of this situation is highlighted in Fig. 3 , where the user is shown to have crossed the same road links but has sent different location updates in each of the two trajectories (see the red polylines). 
4:
foreach Pi ∈ P do
5:
tAB,i ← COMPUTE TRAVEL TIME(Pi) Thus, a methodology is needed to deal with the uncertainty regarding the recording of an exact location of an object at a certain time. Research works, such as [14, 15] (among others), study the reconstruction of movement in a network-confined environment. Our approach is a simplified version of [14] that offers good computational speed and requires less data housekeeping. It is shown to perform well, by providing accurate reconstruction at a degree that is sufficient for the workings of the proposed anonymization technique. As part of our model, the links of the underlying net- work (e.g., corresponding to a road or a road part) are considered to be cylindrical areas in the three-dimensional (3D) space, as shown in Fig. 3 . This process is called buffering and has been first used in [20] . In our model, the radius of the cylinder defines the spatial extend of the link and depends on its topology in the underlying network. The advantage of this representation is that it abstracts away possible recording and measurement errors and identifies when two trajectories are the same, even if they do not coincide in space and time. Buffers allow us to map the collected points to the appropriate links of the network.
The reconstruction algorithm applies an incremental, edge-by-edge strategy that iteratively constructs the 3D polyline of the user history of movement from the corresponding location updates. Specifically, given two consecutive location updates the algorithm reconstructs the corresponding segment by identifying the most probable route that the moving object has followed through the (links of the) network. To achieve that, it compares the actual time that was needed by the moving object to cover the distance between two consecutive location updates, to the mean travel time as attained through the network (e.g., through estimates based on the current road traffic condition information). All links of the network have a buffer equal to the width of the modeled road (see Fig. 3 ). Algorithm 1 provides the details of our implementation. In the rare event that the collected user location update does not lie inside a buffered link of the network, we apply nearest-neighbors matching to capture the corresponding link. Some alternative strategies can be found in [4, 21] .
After the reconstruction of the user movement history, the next step is its decomposition into trajectories. This is an application-specific process and thus knowledge is required regarding the appropriate value of t stop with respect to the considered application. Assuming that we have this kind of knowledge, the decomposition of the user movement history into trajectories is a straight-forward process.
Phase II: Identification of frequent routes
The knowledge of the trajectories of the users allows us to compute their frequent routes and to subsequently classify them as either safe or unsafe. The identification of the frequent declare Hash Count{} ← ∅
4:
foreach trajectory T ∈ trw do
5:
L ← GET OVERLAPS(geom(T ), link geom(N )) 6 : routes of a user, proceeds as follows. Consider Fig. 4 where a set of trajectories is presented for a time interval
Assuming that all four trajectories belong to the same moving object o and the frequency threshold (see Definition 3.1) is 3, areas R 1 , R 2 and R 3 correspond to frequently traveled routes for this object. Algorithm 2 presents our implementation that derives the frequent routes of an object o when given all its trajectories in the system. The algorithm considers a pre-specified time interval w and retrieves all the trajectories (or routes) of user o that are time-consistent with respect to w. A trajectory (or route) is time-consistent with respect to a given time interval w, if all its spatiotemporal points (x, y, t) have t ∈ w. Threshold freq indicates the minimum number of trajectories for the overlapping regions to be considered as frequent routes for o. For each trajectory of o in w, the algorithm identifies the links that it traverses and keeps a counter on the traversals. Then, it uses the collected counters to retrieve the links of the network that are frequently traveled by the moving object. The derivation of the frequent routes of object o in w, from the corresponding links, is performed by examining the end points of the links and by joining together links that share end points. To identify the global frequent routes of an object, Algorithm 2 has to be executed for the different time intervals w. Through the knowledge of the frequent routes of a moving object, the computation of its safe and unsafe routes, given a specific value of K as declared in the user profile, is straightforward.
In what follows, we investigate some issues that pertain to the automatic identification of the frequent (safe or unsafe) routes of each moving object o in the system.
Selecting the appropriate time intervals w
Since the identification of the frequent routes of a moving object o depends on a set of time intervals w, a first issue that needs further investigation regards the rationale behind the selec-tion process for these intervals. By construction, w allows us to account for small time differences that are expected to be encountered in the regularly followed itineraries of a user. For example, a person may leave her house at 8:02am one morning to go to work, while the next day she leaves at 8:15am to follow the same itinerary. As is obvious, the system should be capable of identifying that the followed routes are the same (in a spatiotemporal sense) even if they do not perfectly coincide in time. Furthermore, depending on the existing network traffic conditions, a user may need a different amount of time for the same itinerary from one day to another.
Generally speaking, we consider that the selection of the appropriate size of w is an application-specific task. However, the size of w is expected to be smaller when user movement is more probable (e.g., at rush hours) and larger when user immobility is expected (e.g., during the late night hours). By using this convention, a reasonable amount of frequent routes is expected to be derived, leading to the best possible protection of the privacy of the user. Finally, it is also possible to have the different time intervals (i.e., w's) be automatically adjusted by the system based on the movement history of each user (i.e., recorded as part of the user profile and subsequently used to derive the frequent routes for this particular user). This will allow for accounting for different movement behaviors of distinct users in the system.
Addressing (computational) cost-related issues
The computation of the frequent routes of a user is a costly operation, particularly due to the expected large number of the trajectories that have to be taken into consideration. However, there are two key issues that allow us to proceed towards this direction:
• The computation can proceed offline through the use of a dedicated server and thus do not affect the online operation of the system. When computed, the new frequent routes will replace the old ones that are currently associated with the user profile.
• The behavior of a user is not expected to radically change from day to day, and even if it does change, it will still take some time until the old frequent routes become invalid (i.e., until the new routes of the user become frequent). As a result, the frequent routes of a user do not have to be constantly updated but only once in a while, based on the used freq threshold.
Phase III: Trajectory K-anonymity
The third phase in the process of privacy preservation is the provision of the trajectory K-anonymity. If K-anonymity is successfully provided to the user, then this is also the last phase of the process. Algorithm 2 computed the list of frequent routes FR for each moving object o. In order for the privacy preservation mechanism to adequately protect the privacy of a requester, the system should be capable of deciding when a user request matches a frequent route of the user and, subsequently, whether this route is safe or unsafe. In what follows, we concentrate on the first part. Regarding the second part, the classification of the frequent routes of a user into safe and unsafe is a matter of building an efficient lookup table that maintains this information. Consider Fig. 5 that depicts a user o initiating a request r for an LBS. Assume that the temporal coordinate of the request matches four of the frequent routes of the user (i.e., 'a', 'b', 'c' and 'd' as shown in Fig. 5 ), each of which is buffered based on the width of the corresponding road. Moreover, as is shown in Fig. 5 , some of these routes share common regions (e.g., 'a' and 'b'), while others are disjoint (e.g., 'c' and 'd'). The system should be capable of identifying that this request was made from within the regions of a frequent route of user o and proceed to provide K-frequent anonymity (if 'a' is a safe route) or K-present anonymity (if 'a' is an unsafe route). The matching part of the trajectory anonymization process proceeds in two steps: The first step examines the location of the request and identifies if it lies inside any of the frequent routes of the user. If this is the case, then the system takes the appropriate actions depending on whether the route is safe or unsafe. The second step takes place at each subsequent location update transmitted by the mobile device of the user and for as long as the user remains within a frequent route. If the user leaves his or her frequent routes, then the system offers K-present anonymity and continues to check the subsequent locations to detect whether the user has entered a frequent route. This process continues until the service is provided to the user.
Algorithm 3 provides the details of our implementation. In the first run, the algorithm isolates from the set of all the frequent routes of user o the ones that are time-consistent with respect to the time of request t. Then, we proceed to identify if the location (x, y) of the user at the time of request lies inside any of these geometries. The matching geometries, if any, are maintained in a list M. Notation geom(FR) (lines 4, 9 and 13 of Algorithm 3) is used to demonstrate that only the spatial component (i.e., the geometry) of the frequent route is currently examined. Thus, FR← {(F, w) ∈ FR|t ∈ w} frequent routes of the user in w
4:
M ← GET GEOM INSIDE(Rc|x,y, geom(FR))
5:
if M = null then
6:
return false request made from infrequent route 7:
declare List FR' ← ∅
9:
FR' ← GET ANYINTERACT(M, geom(FR)) identify frequent routes in FR that are not disjoint to the matched route M
10:
return true request made from a frequent route 11:
end if
12:
else not the first run
13:
M ← GET GEOM INSIDE(Rc|x,y , geom(FR'))
14: the temporal component is ignored. In the event that the request was initiated at a location outside the frequent routes in FR, the user is provided with K-present anonymity and the algorithm is re-executed in the next location update (unless the request has been serviced in the meanwhile). Otherwise, the system identifies all the geometries that are not disjoint to M and stores them in a list FR' that is used in subsequent location updates regarding the same service. List FR' is used to store the frequent route, where the request was initiated, along with all the related (non-disjoint) frequent routes from FR. Considering the scenario presented in Fig.  5 , FR' will store routes 'a' and 'b'. This is due to the fact that since the user initiated the request when inside frequent route 'a', the only possible frequent routes that he or she can follow without traversing an infrequent route, are 'a' and 'b'. Given the fact that a user may have a substantial number of frequent routes in the considered time frame w, the use of the routes in FR' typically alleviates the system from a lot of unnecessary work. Algorithm 4 presents the way that trajectory Kanonymity is delivered to a user that sent a request R c given the spatial threshold A min . The goal of the algorithm is to identify the K-1 trajectories of the users, for the time interval w = [t n−1 , t n ] that satisfy the appropriate anonymity re-
Algorithm 4 Offering of trajectory K-anonymity.
Input: User request Rc, value of K in K-anonymity, minimum generalization area A min . Output: The computed circular anonymity region C that satisfies A min .
declare List of Geom AS ← ∅ initialize the anonymity set 3:
declare Geometry C ← ∅
4:
AS ← GET K NN(Rc, K-1, α) find the nearest neighbors of the requester
5:
CK ← GET CENTROID (AS, w) centroid of the routes in w
6:
RK ← GET DISTANCE(CK , K-th NN) compute the distance from the center to the furthest neighbor 7: 
10:
C ← CREATE CIRCLE(CK , RK ) create the anonymity region C
11:
return C 12: end function quirements and to return the spatiotemporal region that covers all the K users (including the requester). An important observation is that a trajectory does not need to lie completely inside the considered spatial region, for its user to be encountered in the anonymity set of o. Rather, even if a small part of the trajectory is inside the spatial region at some time in w, the corresponding user is counted in the anonymity set. Another important issue relates to the calculation of the distances between the point of request and the various trajectories in the system. In our implementation, the distance between the requester and a trajectory is captured as the minimum distance between the point of request and the nearest point of the trajectory to the requester. This means that distances are not computed based on the underlying network of movement, a decision that is justified in Fig. 6 . Algorithm 4 identifies the K-1 routes that are nearest to the route of the requester in w and stores them in a list AS. The α parameter in the computation of the K nearest neighbors (including the requester) indicates the type of anonymity that is sought (K-present vs K-frequent) to allow the algorithm to search among the corresponding users. Having identified the participants of the anonymity set, the algorithm computes the centroid of the corresponding routes (with respect to w) in AS. This point C K will be the center of the anonymity region of requester r. Following that, the algorithm computes the distance R K of C K to the most distant route in AS. The final step of Algorithm 4 is to compute the circle C centered at C K and having a radius R K . This circle corresponds to the anonymity region for user r. To ensure that the anonymity region satisfies the A min privacy requirement, the computed radius of the circle is tested against the minimum acceptable radius A min /π and is augmented if necessary. Figure 7 presents the way Algorithm 4 offers 9-anonymity to user r. The center of the circular anonymity region corresponds to the centroid of the users. Notice that by construction, all the K users in the anonymity region are equi-probable to be the senders of request r, since the cen- troid of the routes in AS is uniquely defined.
In a service that can be completed within one location update, Algorithm 4 produces the anonymity region that replaces the space/time coordinates of the original request. On the other hand, if multiple location updates are necessary for the completion of the service, then the following strategy is applied. First, Algorithm 4 is executed and the area of request is generalized to satisfy K-anonymity. The K-1 subjects of the computed anonymity set are maintained by the trusted server for as long as the current LBS withstands completion. At each subsequent location update that needs to be transmitted to the service providers, the trusted server adjusts the time coordinate of the request and applies Algorithm 4 (lines 5-10) to generate a region of anonymity that contains (possibly among others) the original K subjects. This new region of anonymity, provided that it satisfies the A max threshold, blocks the sequential tracking attack and offers privacy to the requester. However, if the A max threshold is surpassed, the privacy of the user is under threat and a service delaying or denial mechanism has to take over.
Phase IV:
Service delaying or denial There are circumstances when the proposed approach for the offering of trajectory K-anonymity to the requesters of LBSs may fail. This situation may occur for several reasons, such as an exceptionally high value of K defined in the profile of the requester or tight spatiotemporal generalization constraints (A max , w) required for the provision of the service. In all such cases, an approach has to be employed to effectively protect the identity of the requester. The proposed approach introduces a small delay in the servicing of the request, in the hope that in the meanwhile (i) more users will approach the requester, thus become part of his or her anonymity set, and/or (ii) the requester will move to a more populated region. Specifically, we defer the servicing of the request for a pre-specified time period and then re-execute Algorithm 4 for the provision of trajectory K-anonymity. If the algorithm fails again, then we protect the privacy of the user by denying the servicing of his or her request.
System implementation
In this section, we investigate some details that pertain to the implementation of the presented algorithms as part of the trusted server. Our implementation relies on a spatial database engine that stores all the necessary types of spatial (network of user movement) and spatiotemporal data (movement history, trajectories, frequent routes) and efficiently performs a set of spatial and temporal calculations for the provision of trajectory anonymization. A table stores all the users in the system along with references to their profiles and histories of movement. The profile of a user corresponds to a set of triples < sid, K, A min > and is kept in a (spatial) table. Furthermore, tight to each profile is the set of frequent routes of the corresponding user. These, are kept in a (spatial) table consisting of tuples in the form of < routeID, geometry, time-interval >, where the geometry depicts the traveled route through the network as a collection of the links that were traversed by the user, and the time-interval corresponds to the (unanchored) time that this route is typically followed by the user. For each frequent route, a table stores the values of K for which the route is safe or unsafe for the user. The user history of movement is kept in two separate tables: the table of the complete history of movement and the table of the user trajectories. Both tables store the data as a collection of geometries related to the actual segments, their start-time and end-time. A sequenceID is tight to each segment to denote its position in the geometry and to allow for the unification of the segments to build larger parts of a trajectory. Besides the user-related data, the spatial DBMS also stores the underlying network topology N of user movement through a set of structures provided by the DBMS. Finally, all the geometries in the spatial tables are indexed using Rtrees and the metadata of the network are updated to include the appropriate costs for the various calculations.
The implementation of the proposed model is based on the Oracle DBMS and Java, and makes use of the Oracle Java API to allow their communication. The choice of Oracle was made primarily due to its inherent support for spatial networks, a support that is currently missing from other DBMSs. On the other hand, Java allows for the maximum open-endness of our framework. As a first step in our implementation, we use a network aware trajectory data generator that generates a set of trajectories (as a series of location updates) which are consistent to a given network. In sequel, both this data and the underlying network are transformed into the appropriate formats and are stored in Oracle. Finally, through the supported spatial functions of the DBMS our privacy model reconstructs the user history, computes the frequent routes and provides trajectory K-anonymity. Although our implementation was based on the spatial engine of Oracle, the proposed framework can be easily migrated (with the necessary adjustments) to any other spatial DBMS. To support this claim, Table 1 summarizes the spatial func- 
Experimental evaluation
The proposed algorithms were implemented using Java and Oracle on Windows XP on a 3.2 Ghz Intel Pentium D processor equipped with 4GB of main memory. To evaluate the algorithms, we used Brinkhoff's network aware generator of moving objects [5] and generated three datasets of trajectories based on the road network of the Oldenburg city. Brinkhoff's generator is commonly used in most of the papers related to spatiotemporal datasets, as it models real world networks with synthetic data. The generated datasets experience different characteristics in terms of the number of moving objects and their classes, the maximum time of movement, and the probability of an object to report its position at each time. Table 2 summarizes their properties. The number of classes denotes the different types of moving objects (e.g., cars, trailers, motorbikes) that are considered in the generated data. Each moving object is assigned to a unique class that defines its maximum allowable speed in the network. Furthermore, the time of generation, the duration of existence and the time of disappearance of a moving object are different for the various objects. In conformance to Brinkhoff's generator, we use an integer type as the unit time instance un and set the whole time period from 0 to the corresponding maximum time as reported in Table 2 . Note that since our framework is unique in the utilization of the underlying network for the offering of online trajectory anonymity, no comparisons have been made with other approaches. In Brinkoff's generator, each object is routed through the links of the network to move from its origin to its final destination. The use of a routing algorithm for the generation of movement has as a consequence that no subtrajectory of an object is repeated and thereof no frequent routes exist. To solve this issue, for each moving object, we randomly selected a set of consecutive location updates (creating a temporal interval w) and produced 3 new trajectories of this object that contained only these updates. Thus, we achieve to artificially generate frequent routes for the various users. The resulting datasets were used in the experiments.
We conducted three sets of experiments. The first set, presented in Fig. 8 , tests the scalability of the proposed algorithms. Specifically, Fig. 8(a) shows the time that was needed to update the last segment of a user's history of movement (for a number of users), given knowledge of the previous location of the user. The approach first checks if the new location update lies in the same link of the network as the last known, and otherwise executes Algorithm 1. As one can observe, the runtime for dataset 3 is higher compared to the other two datasets, since, due to the irregular location updates, Algorithm 1 is executed more often. Moreover, since we have no knowledge regarding the time needed for the traversal of each link of the network, Algorithm 1 identifies the shortest route with respect to the distance that needs to be traveled by the object. Figure 8(b) shows the time needed to identify the frequent routes of each user and generate the corresponding lookup table. In this experiment, the w parameter is adjusted based on the values that were selected on trajectory addition stage, described earlier. The value of freq was set to 3. Figure 8 (c) presents the time needed to compute the nearest neighbors to a requester, which is the primary operation of K-anonymization. As one can observe, the figure demonstrates the runtime that is needed for the computation of the anonymity set in K-present anonymity since it selects all the nearest neighbors of the requester. However, the runtime of K-frequent anonymity (for the same value of K) can be approximated through the graph by considering that more neighbors than K have to be found near the requester. For this experiment, a hundred requests were randomly generated, each by selecting a location update from the history of movement of a user, considering this as the point of request and setting w to have an extent of 10 location updates 2 . The reported times are averages over 100 runs.
The second and third sets of experiments (shown in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, respectively) illustrate the success ratio of the proposed K-anonymity approaches, when applied on continuous queries where the servicing of the request requires 3 location updates. Each experiment involves a set of spatial (denoted as the maximum radius of the Kanonymity region) and temporal (denoted as the maximum number of time units un prior to the current time) constraints, and a value of K in 10-100. In all experiments, we set the A min parameter such that the anonymity set is guaranteed to cover a circular area of radius equal to 50 meters, away from the requester. In both cases of trajectory anonymity, failure corresponds to the lack of identifying the necessary neighbors of the requester throughout the period of the servicing of the request. The reported ratios are an average over 100 runs coming from randomly selected users and spatiotemporal points in their trajectories.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a privacy model for the offering of personalized trajectory K-anonymity by utilizing an underlying network of user movement. Through a series of phases, our proposed model reconstructs the user movement, identifies safe and unsafe routes for each user, filters incoming user requests and offers the most suitable among two variants of trajectory K-anonymity, namely K-present (weak) and K-frequent (strong) anonymity. In the event that anonymity fails to be offered to the user, an alternative ap-proach is employed to ensure that the user is still protected. Through experiments, we demonstrated the effectiveness of our model towards protecting any portion of the user trajectory that is under threat. 
